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Investment Committee and 
Investment Strategy Research



At its foundation, a good investment platform should 
help you find and implement investment options, with 
confidence, across your book of business. 
To promote confidence and quality throughout the investment experience, Orion Portfolio 
Solutions vets, maintains, and oversees a curated suite of strategist options through a dedicated 
two-stage process—Launch Control and Mission Control—a joint effort led by our Investment 
Committee and Investment Strategy Research Group.

Defining Fiduciary 
Responsibility
Our Investment Committee and 
Investment Strategy Research 
Group act as a fiduciary, 
meaning we must act solely in 
the best interest of our clients 
(you and the investors you 
serve). As a fiduciary, we must:

• Know the standards, laws, 
and trust provisions that 
impact the investment 
process of Orion Portfolio 
Solutions assets

• Require all investment 
decisions be made by 
prudent and qualified 
experts

• Control and account for all 
investment-related expenses

• Monitor the activities of all 
investment-related service 
providers

• Avoid conflicts of interest 
and prohibited transactions

Two Teams with a Shared Vision, 
Working Toward One Goal 

Investment Committee Focus
• Investment product lineup

• Risk scoring and methodology

• Investment consulting and management

Investment Strategy Research Focus
• Qualitative strategist oversight

• Quantitative strategist oversight

• Investment strategy analysis



A DEDICATED TWO-STAGE PROCESS

Launch Control
Before an investment strategist 
is launched on our platform, it is 
subjected to a dedicated vetting 
process by our Investment Strategy 
Research Group. The in-depth 
evaluation process is designed to 
promote consistency and reliability 
in the investment options available 
through Orion Portfolio Solutions. 

The Launch Control Process  
for Tier 1 Strategists

Complete a Due  
Diligence Assessment

Evaluated by the Following Criteria
   Assets under management

   Expense ratio versus peer group

    Track record versus peer group

    Demonstrated portfolio management  
structure and tenure

   Documented succession plan

    Repeatable and differentiating  
investment process

    Team compensation that aligns  
with investors’ best interests

   Firm invests alongside investors
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Mission Control
All available investment strategists are 
subject to a regular monitoring and 
review process through a joint effort 
by our Investment Committee and 
Investment Strategy Research Group 
The review process—Mission Control—is 
designed to help protect advisors and 
their clients from inconsistent investment 
management practices and/or consistent 
underperformance. 

The Mission Control Process  
for Tier 1 Strategists

Quarterly
   Due diligence call

   Due diligence assessment

Annual
    Due diligence research report

    On-site due diligence evaluation



READY TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE INVESTMENT OPTIONS  
AVAILABLE AT ORION PORTFOLIO SOLUTIONS?

LET’S TALK.
OPSSales@orion.com | 800.379.2513

For professional use only. Not intended for public distribution.

The CFA is a globally respected, graduate-level investment credential established in 1962 and awarded by CFA Institute — the largest global association of investment 
professionals. To learn more about the CFA charter, visit www.cfainstitute.org.

The CFP ® designation is a professional certification for financial planners conferred by the CFP Board. CFP® professionals have completed extensive training and 
experience requirements and are held to rigorous ethical standard, while understanding the complexities of the changing financial climate, and know how to make 
recommendations in their clients best interest. To learn more about the CFP®, visit https://www.cfp.net/home.

The CMT Program demonstrates mastery of a core body of knowledge of investment risk in portfolio management. The Chartered Market Technician® (CMT) designation 
marks the highest education within the discipline and is the preeminent designation for practitioners of technical analysis worldwide. To learn more about the CMT, visit 
https://cmtassociation.org/.

CIMA® professionals integrate a complex body of investment knowledge, ethically contributing to prudent investment decisions by providing objective advice and guidance 
to individual investors and institutional investors. To learn more about the CIMA, visit https://www.imca.org/cima.

The CAIA® is the globally-recognized credential for professionals managing, analyzing, distributing, or regulating alternative investments. To learn more about the CAIA, visit 
https://caia.org/.
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The Minds Behind The Mission
We know that investment quality is mission critical to creating positive client relationships, 
particularly when relying on third-party strategists for day-to-day investment management. 

To help promote the highest levels of quality and reliability, we maintain a deep roster of qualified 
professionals who work together to vet, monitor, and manage the investment options available 
through our platform. 

16 
Dedicated Investment 

Professionals

200+ 
years of combined  

industry experience

including
CFAs, CMTs, CAIAs, and CIMAs

As of 2/1/2020


